In this paper, we promote the definition of Kronecker product, and give its corresponding properties. As the application of generalized Kronecker product, this paper shows the determination method that the algebraic operation in finite set suits the associative law.
Introduction
Kronecker product expresses a special product of matrix. The product of a matrix A by m × n and a matrix B by p × q can be denoted by A ⊗ B, which is a matrix by mp × nq. Definition 1.(Kronecker product) (BellmanR.,1970) The product of a matrix A by m × n and a matrix B by p × q can be denoted by A ⊗ B, which is defined as follows: Kronecker product also can be called direct product or tensor product.
Kronecker product has the following properties:
1). For A m×n and B p×q , generally A ⊗ B B ⊗ A.
2). The Kronecker product of arbitrary matrix and zero matrix equals zero matrix, i.e. A ⊗ 0 = 0 ⊗ A = 0.
3). If α and β are constant, αA ⊗ βB = αβ(A ⊗ B). 
5). For
Note: properties 1)-5) is referred from (Rao c R,1971 
Note: properties 6)-13) is referred from (Brewer j w, 1978, 772-781) .
But for the need of the real life and the mathematics development, the element of matrix may not limit to numbers, thus we introduce a new concept, also namely promoting the matrix concept.
Definition of generalized Kronecker product
Definition 2. Suppose S be a nonempty set, (S , •, +) be an algebra system, then A is matrix in algebraic system (S , •, +) if and
Definition of Kronecker product can be promoted as the below definition.
Definition 3(generalized Kronecker product). The Kronecker product of a matrix A by m × n and a matrix B by p × q in algebra system (S , •, +) can be denoted by A ⊗ B, which is defined as follows:
Note: The generalized product, addition and number product of matrix are similar with the usual product, addition and number product of matrix. Since the number operate is a special algebraic operator, for restricted untenable proposition, it is also untenable in generalized condition.
Theorem 2. The Kronecker product of arbitrary matrix and zero matrix equals zero matrix, i.e. A⊗0 = 0⊗A = 0.
The reason is as that of theorem 1.
Theorem 3. If (S , •) is a commutative semi-group, and for arbitrary α and
This theorem is equivalent the operate of elements:
Theorem 4. If (S , •) is a commutative semi-group, and for A m×n , B n×k , C l×p and
where This theorem is equivalent the operate of elements:
Theorem 5. If (S , +, •) is a ring, and for
Theorem 8. If (S , •) is a commutative semi-group, and for A m×n , B k×l , C p×q and
¢ www.ccsenet.org/jmr ISSN: 1916-9795 This theorem is equivalent the operate of elements: 
This theorem is equivalent the operate of elements: Theorem 12. Suppose S = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n } and (S , •) is an algebraic system, then the table of algebraic operator in S is as follows:
Theorem 13. Suppose S = {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n } and (S , •) is an algebraic system, then the table of algebraic operator in S is as follows:
then the algebraic operator • of S satisfies associative law if and if only
Sample: Suppose set S = {a, b, c, d}, the algebraic operator in S is as follows: <Figure2> then whether is the algebraic operator • in S associative?
Proof: Easily , algebraic operator • in finite set S is closed, then (S , •) is a algebraic system. Construct matrix
, and the definition of generalized Kronecker product is as definition 3, then 
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